
15.8 SkillBuilder: Constructing and describing
isoline maps
15.8.1 Tell me
What is an isoline map?
An isoline map shows lines that join all the places with the same value. Isoline maps show gradual change
in one type of data over a continuous area. Isolines do not cross or touch each other. The same difference is
always shown between each isoline and the next over the entire map.

Why is an isoline map useful?
Isoline maps are easy to understand, especially when coloured between the lines. These maps do not
consider boundaries or borders, as the lines connect all places of the same value. Trends and gradual
changes are easily identified. Some isoline maps can show change over time.

Isoline maps are useful for:• showing data over large areas• showing trends in data• allowing you to identify and describe patterns• comparing maps over different time periods.
Examples of isoline maps include daily weather maps (showing places with the same atmospheric

pressure), topographic maps with contour lines, and global isotherm maps (places of equal mean surface
temperature are connected; such maps are used when discussing climate change).

A good isoline map:• has small dots for data presentation• has dots joined with a fine line• is drawn with pencil• is coloured or shaded between the isolines• uses BOLTSS.
A good description of an isoline map:• identifies and communicates key features• clearly represents and communicates the data.

15.8.2 Show me
How to construct and describe an isoline map

You will need:• a base map• a set of data to plot• a pencil• an eraser• an atlas (optional).

Procedure: Constructing an isoline map
Step 1
Select a set of data to map, and plot the relevant figure at each of the places listed. FIGURE 1 is an example
of this for travel times by car to Copenhagen airport.

Step 2
Select a value to use for intervals within the data set. In FIGURE 1, the interval was set at 30 minutes. Draw
lines (isolines) joining places of the same value; in this example, that would be 30 minutes, 60 minutes,
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FIGURE 1 An isoline map showing places of equal travel time to Copenhagen airport by car
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90 minutes and so on. You may need to go between some points to show where you think the isoline would
be; for example, the 60-minute isoline would pass between a place where the travel time is 50 minutes and
another where the travel time is 70 minutes. Remember that isolines will not touch and will not cross at
any point.

Step 3
Create a legend for your map with a colour system that indicates a gradation of colour, where the lowest
data is the lightest shade and the highest data is the darkest. Shade between the isolines according to the
legend. FIGURE 2 shows a completed coloured isoline map.

Step 4
Don’t forget to apply BOLTSS to your map.
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Model

FIGURE 2 A coloured isoline map showing travel time to Copenhagen airport by car
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Interpreting an isoline map
Step 5
First, make sure you know what feature is being mapped by checking the map title or caption. In FIGURE 2,
this feature is travel time by car to Copenhagen airport.

Step 6
Next, check the key/legend so that you understand the value of each isoline and the intervals used between
them.

Step 7
Describe the areas where there are high or low data values that help to form a pattern. You may need
to refer to an atlas to check the topography and establish whether any country borders are involved. In
FIGURE 2, some of the data is from Sweden as people travel from there to Copenhagen, their nearest airport.
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People living west of central Copenhagen travel similar distances to the airport in similar times (60–90
minutes) to those living in southern Sweden.

Step 8
Look for any anomalies that may need explaining. For example, in FIGURE 2 you can see that it takes
150–180 minutes to get to the airport from one island, suggesting that a ferry service is probably required
to reach the road system by car.

Model
The isoline maps in FIGURES 1 and 2 show that it takes less than 30 minutes of travel time by car to reach
Copenhagen airport in Denmark from places closest to the airport, even when it is on a different island or
in a different country (Sweden). People living west of central Copenhagen travel similar distances to the
airport in similar times (60–90 minutes) to those living in southern Sweden. This suggests that connections
such as bridges and tunnels between islands and countries are provided, and cross-border movement is easy.
From one island it takes 150–180 minutes to get to the airport, suggesting that a ferry service is probably
required to reach the road system by car.

eLesson Constructing and describing isoline maps (eles-1737)

Interactivity Constructing and designing isoline maps (int-3355)

15.8.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

15.8 ACTIVITIES
1. Use the data in TABLE 1 and base map provided in FIGURE 3 to construct an isoline map of the travel times

by bicycle throughout Copenhagen to the city centre. Use the following steps to help you.
(a) Plot on the map the number of minutes it takes to travel from each place to Copenhagen city centre by

writing the number of minutes by the dot beside each place name.
(b) Draw a line (an isoline) connecting all the places from which it would take 30 minutes to travel to the

centre of Copenhagen.
(c) Draw in additional isolines at 5-minute intervals to show travel times to Copenhagen city centre.

Use the checklist for constructing isoline maps to ensure you cover all aspects of the task.
2. Describe the pattern evident on your isoline map. Use the checklist for describing isoline maps to ensure

you cover all aspects of the task.

TABLE 1 Travel times by bicycle to Copenhagen city
centre

Suburb of Copenhagen Travel ttime (minutes)

Albertslund 45

Ballerup 48

Brøndby 40

Frederiksberg 25

Furesø 50

Gentofte 33

Glostrup 40

Gladsaxe 38

(continued)
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TABLE 1 Travel times by bicycle to Copenhagen city
centre (continued)

Suburb of Copenhagen Travel ttime (minutes)

Herlev 42

Hvidovre 34

Ishøj 55

Lyngby–Taarbæk 45

Rødovre 35

Tårnby 30

FIGURE 3 A base map of the suburbs around Copenhagen city centre
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3. Based on what you have learned in this SkillBuilder, apply your skills to answer the following questions.
(a) Is Furesø or Hvidovre more accessible to Copenhagen city centre by bicycle? Use figures in your answer.
(b) Does Tårnby or Brøndby provide easier bicycle access to the city? Quote the distances involved.
(c) From which direction would you have the greatest level of access to the city centre by bicycle? Use

figures in your answer.
(d) Which part of the map would encourage cyclists to live in the area? Explain your answer using figures.
(e) In which area of the city would you prefer to live if you had to cycle to the city centre each day for work?

Explain your answer, including figures.

Checklist
In drawing an isoline map I have:
• plotted data using small dots
• joined the dots to create a fine isoline
• drawn using pencil
• coloured or shaded between the isolines
• completed my map with BOLTSS.

In describing an isoline map I have:
• identified and communicated key features
• clearly represented and communicated the data.
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